The author describes his own system of filing and accessing articles by means of a computerized representation of the articles. This system, using HyperCard stacks, provides an easy and quick method to store and retrieve useful articles. 9 1990 by W.B. Saunders Company.
as well of better. When using two anatomic field numbers, anatomic field 0, "location not specified of unknown," is eliminated, and the artieles that might rail into this category ate filed in anatomic field 8, "more than one of the above, generalized."
Whether using one or two anatomy eode numbers, the pathology code numbers ate also entered. The same 30-article rule is employed to split folders. For example, if there are more than 30 articles on "arthritis of the hand," folders designated 43.71, 43.72, etc are created, and the articles ate appropriately distributed in these folders.
Certain articles cannot be categorized by the ACR Index. These are ¡ by an accessory scheme which is listed in Table 1 .
Computer System and Software
Ah Apple Macintosh II computer (Apple Computer, Cupertino, CA) with 1.0 Mbyte of random-access memory, ah internal 800-kbyte, 3.5-in (8.9 cm) floppy drive, and an external 80-Mbyte hard drive (Direct Drive 80, Jasmine Technologies Ine, San Francisco, CA) were used. The software used was Apple HyperCard.
HyperCard acts asa gigantic table-top which holds piles of 3 • 5 cards. In HyperCard parlanee, the piles are called "stacks," and the eards "cards." As with real 3 x 5 cards, there may be text, pietures, or both on the cards. The text comes in boxes r "fieIds" that may contain words or numbers. Logical operations (eg, sorting by alphabetical order, comparing for equality) can be performed on words, whereas nearly any arithmetic operation can be performed on numbers.
The text of the fields does not need to fit on the 3 • 5 cards: through use ofwhat is cal[ed a "scrol[ box" (Fig 1 ) , words can be hidden from view on the card until the touch of a small arrow roUs the text through a window.
The true advantage of HyperCard Iies in its "buttons." Buttons ate areas of the 3 x 5 card that perform aetions when "pushed" (ar pushing the button on a mouse while the cursor is over the appropriate arca on the card). The action taken is determined by what is called a "HyperTalk Script," which is a programming code. A button may create a new card, take the user to a different card, or draw a picture.
The computerized filing system uses a card (Fig 1 ) that has nine fields. Eaeh card contains one of the following: the article title; at least the first three authors of the article; a journal citation; the institution of al least the first author; the American College of Radiology lndex for Radiological Diagnosis code number (ACR number) or aeeessory code number; the abstraer of the article; reader comments regarding the article; the date that the card was created; anda box indicating whether slides have been made from the article. The card also has four buttons. Two of these buttons shuffle through the stack one eard at a time, either forward or backward. One of the buttons creates a new card for the staek and automatieally fills in the "date" field. The fourth button takes the user back to the first card of the stack. The cards are divided into stacks depending on the scheme used in the article filing system. The stacks are accessed by using a card, with buttons, depicting the anatomic fields and "other articles," or articles that are filed by the accessory codes (Fig 2) . Once in the appropriate anatomic field, another card (Fig 3) allows selection of the appropriate anatomic code number. This is the first card of all stacks within the anatomic field. In addition to allowing selection of other stacks in the anatomic field, these cards contain buttons to sort the articles of the stack by ACR number (or accessory number), the last name of the first author, the first author's institution, or the journal.
The user first decides on the stack in which the article is most likely to be filed. Next, the user uses the HyperCard 39 "find" function by holding down a special key on the keyboard and depressing the letter "F." The find function requires the user to type in whatever word fragments he or she thinks might be on the card associated with the journal article he or she wants to find. If the user can remember the name of any of the first three authors, the institution, any terms in the abstract, or any pertinent comments, he or she then enters these words, or fragments of them, separated by spaces, into the find function. The find function is capable of searching through a thousand articles for a six-eharacter fragment in less than tire seconds, 3 and will display the first card with the word fragments in any order, contained in any of the fields. If the first card displayed is not the card desired, the user hits the return key, and the next card with fields containing the desired word fragments wiU be displayed. Should this search fail, he or she may try a second one by entering slightly different word fragments.
To avoid the problem of ambiguity in filing, articles are filed according to the first ACR number listed in the ACR number field.
DISCUSSlON
One of the prime disadvantages of this, or, indeed, any computerized filing system of reference management, is that one must somehow enter text material into the computer. Optical- character readers may one day provide a solution to this problem, but, at present, are too cumbersome to be practical. Proficient typists may find that typing in the abstract and comments regarding the article is not particularly time-consuming, and reinforces memory of the article. Others may prefer that a secretary perform this task. In either case, the more that is typed into each card, the more successful a user will be in later finding a particular article.
In addition to allowing a place for cursory evaluation of the article, the comments field may be used to mark certain articles; for example, if "*study idea*" is entered into the comments field, the find function will stop at the card when "*study idea*" is searched.
This system does not provide for inclusion of a list of variably-formatted references, as do some others. 2 Although the system, in the overwhelming majority of cases, does allow the user to find an article it is not always successful. The computer does not know synonyms or equivalents. If the find function is using "ischemic necrosis" or "isch nec" and the card listing the article desired has "avascular necrosis" on ir, the find function will not stop. Similarly, if the find function is using "MRI," it will not stop for a card with only "MR" on it. However, the find function will work in the converse situation, where it is looking for "MR" and the article title, abstract, or comments contains "MRI." A good rule of thumb is to use the shortest word fragment which does not result in stopping on virtually every card. "CT," for example, is in "fact" and "abstract," slowing searches with only "CT" in them. The goal of this system is not to perform searches of the medical titerature; other programs, particularly those offering access to MEDLINE, such as MEDLARS, GRATEFUL MED, and SciMate, serve this purpose. 2 Rather, the goal of this system is to allow an individual to retrieve an article that he or she has read and subsequently entered into the system. Such ready access can prevent much frustration when trying to find a vaguely recalled article, and can aid in both patient care, through ready access to needed medical information, and teaching, through availability of articles for reading or copying.
There are commercially available programs which accomplish article filing. The main advantage of using a HyperCard system is its tremendously flexible application. The user may integrate the journal articles into other stacks, modify not only text within fields but the fields themselves, and add buttons and graphics to cards as desired. This flexibility optimizes the future usefulness of the stored information.
